We study Pure Adaptive Search (PAS), an iterative optimization algorithm whose next solution is chosen to be uniformly distributed over the set of feasible solutions no worse than the current solution.
and Zabinsky and Smith (1992) .
In particular, we
(1) show that PAS converges to the optimal solution almost surely, (2) show that each PAS iteration reduces the expected remaining feasible-region volume by 50%, and (3) improve the Patel, Smith, and Zabinsky (1988) complexity measure for convex problems.
INTRODUCTION
We consider the mathematical programming problem sup z(x) XES
where z is a k dimensional vector of decision variables, the feasible region S is a Borel measurable subset of Rk, and z is a bounded measurable objective function on S. We assume that S is closed and bounded, and that z is continuous at its optimal points. Define z" = arg sup z(x) XES and z* = sup z(x) ZES Then (z*, z*) is the optimal solution of (l).
Various random-search methods have been suggested for solving such problems (see, for early examples, Anderson 1953 , Brooks 1958 , Rastrigin 1963 and Karnopp 1963 . Patel, Smith, and Zabinsky (1988) and Zabinsky and Smith (1992) study PAS, which moves from the current solution~i to the next solution Zi+l that is generated randomly and uniformly from the set of all better feasible solutions. Step O. Set n = O, SO = S. Select a point Xo E S and set 20 = Z(XO);
Step 1. Generate Xn+l uniformly distributed in Sn+l = {$ : 8 E S. and z(x) > z(X~)};
Step 2. Set Zm+l = z(Xn+l), n = n + 1. Go to
Step 1.
Here Sn+l is the set of feasible solutions better than the random current solution Xn, for n = O, 1, . . . . 
CONVERGENCE
We show in this subsection that the PAS Markov chain of objective-function values {Z~, n ? 1} converges to the optimal value z' almost surely. We first obtain a minor improvement in the bound by using the Cantelli inequality in Billingsley (1986, p. 76 'v'a~(O,l) and 'drnc(l,co).
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We more substantially improve the bound by using the inequality P(.Dm > E(Dn )/a) < a in Billingsley (1986, p. 74 ).
Theorem 5.1 'da c (O, 1) and V m E (l, co),
Proof:
Since a >0 and E(Dn) >0, then ( -)= P(%F) where [s1 is the smallest integer not less than s. For these values of a and m, the difference between KI and K2 is negligible; the difference between Kl and K3 is substantial, a reduction of about 43 percent.
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The ratios of these numbers of iterations are not functions of the dimensionality k. For any value of cr, in the limit as m -i co, the ratio A71/K3 = 2; in 
